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Revisit BP

• BP propagate loss 
information back-
ward.



Revisit BP

• BP relies on the chain rule of derivation



Revisit BP

• All the paths traversing through the target parameters should be 
involved 



Consider a simple task

• Goal: optimize an 
intractable integration 
samples, with respect to 
the distribution. 



REINFORCE

• Reformulate the gradient 
as an integration in terms 
of pθ(x), so that the sample 
can be used to estimate 
the graident.

• Lose part of gradient 
represented by the 
samples themselves.



Parameteric trick

• Represent pθ(x) as kς(ε) 
where ε is a standard 
distribution.

• All randomness is 
represented by ε, and 
learning  ς will learn pθ(x) .



Reparameteric trick in VAE

• VAE: an encoder gφ(x) and a 
decoder f(z), trained 
simultaneously

• By sampling of z, gradient is 
blocked when backpropagated 
to the encoder



Reparameteric trick in VAE

• Using reparaemtric trick, let ε is 
a Gaussian, z=kς(ε) = μ + σ ε;  
ς={μ,σ}

• Due to this trick, graident can 
BP to μ and σ, which further BP 
to the encoder.



Reparametric for Bayes neural net

• Using reparametric to represent model

Blundell et al., Weight Uncertainty in Neural Networks, ICML 2015



Appliation to speaker recognition

Li et al., Bayesian x-vector: Bayesian Neural Network based x-vector System for Speaker Verification



Reparametric for categorical values by 
Gumbel distribution

The  Gumbel(0,1)distribution  can  be  sampled  using  
inverse  transform  sampling  by  drawing 
u∼ Uniform(0,1)and computing g=−log(−log(u))



Gumbel-Max trick

• Gumbel-Max trick: draw k (k is the class number) gi following Gumbel 
(0,1), z will be a unbiased sample following categorical distribution 
with parameter π

Jang E, Gu S, Poole B. Categorical reparameterization with gumbel-softmax[J]. arXiv 
preprint arXiv:1611.01144, 2016.



Smooth the transform function:Gumbel-
softmax



More on sampling

• Gumbel-softmax sample continuous vectors y
• Using argmax (y) =z as the sample, and treat the gradient on y is equal 

to the gradient on z, called STRAIGHT-THROUGH estimation.

Jang E, Gu S, Poole B. Categorical reparameterization with gumbel-softmax[J]. arXiv 
preprint arXiv:1611.01144, 2016.



Understand Gumbel-softmax



Wrap up

• Sampling is a powerful approach to deal with complex integration, 
however it will block the gradient path

• Reparametric trick reformulates the distribution as a transform of a 
basic distribution, so that the distribution itself can be learned. 

• Gaussian trick is often used in continuous cases, and Gumbel-softmax 
can be used in categorical cases. 


